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            Multi-asset innovation
        





UBS has brought together two great minds to build a singular strategy.

Roger Ibbotson and Jim Rogers share a legacy of innovation and a common- sense market outlook. Each of these market pioneers has a distinct perspective and unique approach that complements the other.













	Jump to One unique
                        multi-asset strategy
	Jump to Step 1: Set the
                        Tilt
	Jump to Step 2: Factor In Fixed
                        Income
	Jump to Step 3: Keep
                        Equity/Commodity Volatility in Check
	Jump to Step 4: Keep Total
                        Portfolio Volatility in Check
	Jump to Put these pioneers to
                        work for you today.


                            One unique multi-asset strategy
                            
                                from two renowned investors
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The UBS Market Pioneers Index unites the NYSE Zebra Edge U.S.
                                        Equity Index and the Jim Rogers Global Consumer Commodities Index.
                                    UBS MarketPioneers Index
                                                NYSE
                                            
                                                Zebra Edge
                                            
                                                U.S. Equity
                                            
                                                Index
                                            
                                                Jim Rogers
                                            
                                                Global Consumer
                                            
                                                Commodities
                                            
                                                Index™
                                            [image: A generic square placeholder image of Jim Rogers.]
                                        Jim Rogers
                                    

                                Image sources: Jim Rogers: James Williams, Face to Face, FT.com, 01 April 2016. Roger
                                Ibbotson:Sophia Grene, Face to Face, FT.com, 04 March 2016 © The Financial Times Limited
                                2016. All Rights Reserved.
                            



                                            Step 1
                                        



                                    Step 1: Set the Tilt
                                

                                    Determine the equity/commodity balance.
                                






The index is composed of:
                                            NYSE Zebra Edge U.S. Equity Index, Jim Rogers Global Consumer Commodities
                                            Index,
                                        	



                                                NYSE Zebra Edge U.S. Equity Index
                                            
                                            NYSE Zebra Edge U.S. Equity Index
                                        	


                                                Jim Rogers Global Consumer Commodities Index
                                            
                                            Jim Rogers Global Consumer Commodities Index
                                        
                                        Equity/commodity risk control targets a 5% annualized volatility, subject to a
                                        100%
                                        maximum
                                        exposure. When exposure is below 100%, the remaining allocation tracks the
                                        Tactical US
                                        10-Year
                                        Treasury Futures Strategy. Rebalanced daily.
                                    
Rolling 200-day relative
                                        strength
                                        measure
favors equitiesfavors
                                            commodities





                                            Step 2
                                        



                                    Step 2: Factor In Fixed Income
                                

                                    Determine the allocation to bond futures.
                                


As bond markets rise, interest
                                    rates
                                    fall.
                                



The index is composed of:
                                            Index of US 10-Year Treasury Note Futures*
                                            , 100% Exposure
                                    

                                                100-day moving average
                                            
                                                100-day moving average
                                            
	



                                                Index of US 10-Year Treasury Note Futures
                                            
                                            Index of US 10-Year Treasury Note Futures
                                        
                                    *The official name of the index of US 10-Year Treasury Note Futures referred to in
                                    this
                                    material is the Solactive 10-Year US Treasury Future Index.
                                
Index of US 10-Year Treasury
                                        Note
                                        Futures
abovebelow

its 100-day moving average for 5 consecutive days




                                            Step 3
                                        



                                    Step 3: Keep Equity/Commodity Volatility in Check
                                

                                    Add tactical bond exposure when volatility is high.
                                





The index is composed of:
                                        NYSE Zebra Edge U.S. Equity Index
                                        ,
                                        Jim Rogers Global Consumer Commodities Index
                                        ,
                                        Index of US 10-Year Treasury Note Futures
                                        , 
                                    Market Volatility
                                
	



                                                NYSE Zebra Edge U.S. Equity Index
                                            
                                            NYSE Zebra Edge U.S. Equity Index
                                        	


                                                Jim Rogers Global Consumer Commodities Index
                                            
                                            Jim Rogers Global Consumer Commodities Index
                                        	


                                                Index of US 10-Year Treasury Note Futures
                                            
                                            Index of US 10-Year Treasury Note Futures
                                        
                                    Equity/commodity risk control targets a 5% annualized volatility, subject to a 100%
                                    maximum
                                    exposure. When exposure is below 100%, the remaining allocation tracks the Tactical
                                    US
                                    10-Year Treasury Futures Strategy. Rebalanced daily.
                                

                                    Drag to adjust volatility level.
                                

5% Volatility Target




                                            Step 4
                                        



                                    Step 4: Keep Total Portfolio Volatility in Check
                                

                                    Reduce overall exposure when market risk rises.
                                




                                                UBS Market
                                                UBS Market
                                                Pioneers Index
                                                Pioneers Index
                                        Market Volatility
                                    


	




                                                NYSE Zebra Edge U.S. Equity Index
                                            
                                            NYSE Zebra Edge U.S. Equity Index
                                        	


                                                Jim Rogers Global Consumer Commodities Index
                                            
                                            Jim Rogers Global Consumer Commodities Index
                                        	


                                                Index of US 10-Year Treasury Note Futures
                                            
                                            Index of US 10-Year Treasury Note Futures
                                        Portfolio level risk control manages exposure for the tactical
                                    equity/commodity tilt/US
                                    10-Year Treasury Futures allocation subject to a 150% maximum. The UBS Market
                                    Pioneers Index
                                    exposure is reduced pro-rata when necessary in order to target a 5% annualized
                                    volatility.
                                    Rebalanced daily. A 0.75% per annum fee is deducted from the Index.
                                

                                    Drag to adjust volatility level.
                                

5% Volatility Target




                                            Find out more
                                        


                            Put these pioneers to work for you today.
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The UBS Market Pioneers Index unites the NYSE Zebra Edge U.S.
                                        Equity Index and the Jim Rogers Global Consumer Commodities Index.
                                    Deepmarket insight+Decades of investingexperience+Strategic andtactical expertise=UBS MarketPioneersIndex[image: A generic square placeholder image with rounded corners in a figure.]
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                Roger Ibbotson’s bioDownload PDF[image: pdf, 256 KB]
	
                FactsheetDownload PDF[image: pdf, 692 KB]
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Index overview

Index overview
Multi-asset indexing strategies can provide individuals in and near retirement with ways to address some of their key concerns, including managing short-term market volatility, capturing harder-to-find excess return, and keeping ahead of inflation.
By combining two specialized strategies, the UBS Market Pioneers Index ("the Index") seeks to address these concerns. The underlying strategies consist of two complementary component indices, one that invests in equities, the other in commodity futures. In addition, the Index includes exposure to fixed-income when the Index’s equity and commodity volatility targets are exceeded.
The UBS Market Pioneers Index is a "long only" strategy with a total return objective, and it seeks to provide above-average returns with lower volatility over the long term.












Equity component

Equity component
[image: alt]
The NYSE Zebra Edge US Equity Index is an equal-weight, large-cap stock index. It is based on award-winning research by Roger Ibbotson, founder of Zebra Capital Management*. His premise is simple: don't chase hot stocks – boring is better.

Popular stocks are stocks with high turnover—names that are experiencing their "15 minutes of fame." Analyzing decades of market data1, Ibbotson found that:
	More popular names historically have higher valuations relative to their fundamentals, but lower expected returns
	Less popular names have performed better and provided more stable price returns over time
	Investment strategies have benefitted from systematically removing popular and overly volatile stocks from their portfolios






                Learn more about Roger IbbotsonDownload PDF[image: pdf, 256 KB]




  *Zebra Award Winning Research: "The Liquidity Style of Mutual Funds" written by Ibbotson, Thomas Idzorek and James Xiong. Published in Finanicla Analyst Journal Nov/ Dec 2012 

1Risk and Return Within the Stock Market: What Works Best? Roger G. Ibbotson and Daniel Y.-J. Kim, 2014. 












Commodity component

Commodity component
[image: alt]
Unlike many other commodities strategies, which may focus on production or supply, Jim Rogers looks at global consumption patterns.
Why focus on consumption? In simple economic terms, when supply goes up, prices go down if demand remains constant. If demand increases, then prices will go up when supply is constant or falling. This approach is primed to take advantage of dramatic increases in global consumption, especially within fast-growing emerging economies.
A three part index construction methodology:
	Global: Broad-based exposure to both developed and developing economies
	Diversified: A basket of 27 commodities consumed in the global economy across livestock, agriculture, energy and metals
	Transparent and liquid: The value of using rolling exchange-traded futures contracts on physical commodities




	
                Learn more about Jim RogersDownload PDF[image: pdf, 302 KB]
	
  The UBS Market Pioneers Index is a "long only" strategy.  
















Fixed-income component

Fixed-income component
[image: alt]
Fixed-income exposure is implemented using a tactical trend-following US 10-Year Treasury Futures Strategy.






















Selected risk considerations





            UBS Market Pioneers Index
        	The Index is not guaranteed to succeed at meeting its objectives.
	The Index has exposure to equities, commodities and fixed income markets.
	Financial products linked to the Index will be exposed to the risks of those products.
	Relative strength and trend-following strategies could underperform in a choppy or range bound market.
	The Index relies on risk control methodology, and could underperform indices that do not have a risk control overlay.
	Changes in allocations between equities, commodities and US 10-Year Treasury Futures are based on rolling historical market data.
	The Index is an excess return index and will not earn any cash re-investment return.
	The Index has a limited operating history and may perform in unanticipated ways.
	Backtested performance and backtested allocations of the Index should not be taken as an indication of the future performance of, or future allocations of, the Index.
	Index performance is reduced by a 0.75% per annum index fee.








            NYSE Zebra Edge U.S. Equity Index
        	Exposure to equities market risk.
	Applying a volatility and popularity filter may cause the index to underperform other indexing strategies.
	Equal weighting of the equity index components may underperform indices that use other weighting methodologies.
	Excess return indices will underperform if 3-month Libor rates experience a significant and consistent increase.
	The NYSE Zebra Edge U.S. Equity Index fully reinvests dividends, but performance is reduced by an annualized ICE 3-month Libor rate.








            Jim Rogers Global Consumer Commodities Index (JRGCCI)
        	The Jim Rogers Global Consumer Commodities Index weights commodities based on global consumption patterns. In certain market environments, a consumption weighted index may underperform indices that utilize other component weighting methodologies.
	The Jim Rogers Global Consumer Commodities Index tracks commodity futures with further dated maturities. This enhanced roll methodology may cause the index to underperform indices or strategies that are composed of commodity futures with shorter-dated maturities.
	Commodity indexes may lose value for the following reasons: 
  	The effects of weather.
	The impact of government programs and policies.
	National and international political, military, or economic events.
	Increases in interest and exchange rates and other factors that may affect the supply of and demand for global commodities.


	Strategies linked to commodity indices composed of futures contracts, such as the Jim Rogers Global Consumer Commodities Index, may be impacted by the following: 
  	Storage costs
	Interest rates
	Seasonality
	Cost to roll futures










            US 10-Year Treasury Note Futures Index
        	Subject to interest rate risk.
	May be impacted by cost to roll futures.
	The index is an excess return index and does not include exposure to an interest-bearing cash account.















[image: UBS logo, to home page][image: UBS logo, to home page]
            UBS Market Pioneers
        




This website is intended for use by US persons only.

By selecting that you are a US person you hereby affirm that you are a resident of the US. UBS specifically disaffirms any responsibility whatsoever for the dissemination of these materials to individuals or entities which provide false information regarding their country of legal residence. Persons who access the material made available on these webpages accept the covenants and other information set forth in the disclaimer.
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Fax number






                        
                            Confirmation*
                                    Please select at least 1 checkbox
                                


	
                                     I am a US person
                                






  *Mandatory requirement to access the site 





Submit












This website uses cookies to make sure you get the best experience on our website. You can find more information under the Privacy Statement and our cookie notice. You are free to change your cookies' settings in the privacy settings.
Go to privacy settings
OK



You are now on the English website
Once you are done reading, you can return to the previous page by using your browser's back button.
Yes, understoodNo, let's go back


Access UBS Neo
                        Authorized UBS clients can login here
                    

	Login to UBS Neo
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       Legal Information

        Disclaimer   Business continuity
 
The products, services, information and/or materials contained within these web pages may not be available for residents of certain jurisdictions. Please consult the sales restrictions relating to the products or services in question for further information. Activities with respect to US securities are conducted through UBS Securities LLC, a US broker dealer. Member of SIPC.
 
For information as to which entity provides the services in each jurisdiction, see Disclaimer above.
 © UBS 1998 - 2024. All rights reserved.
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